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We develop an efficient method for certify-
ing single-qubit quantum gates in a black-box
scenario, assuming only the dimension of the
quantum system is known. The method is
based on testing the outcomes of exact quan-
tum computations on a single qubit, with no
auxiliary systems required. We prove that the
method’s sample complexity grows as O(ε−1)
with respect to the average gate infidelity ε
for the certification of a relevant single-qubit
gate, which experimentally corresponds to a
π/2-pulse. Furthermore, we show that the pro-
posed method can be used to certify a gate
set universal for single-qubit quantum com-
putation. Our approach takes a first step in
bridging the gap between strong notions of
certification from self-testing and practically
highly relevant approaches from quantum sys-
tem characterization.

1 Introduction
One of the most fundamental operations on a quan-
tum computer is the preparation of an equal super-
position of the basis states of a qubit. In textbooks,
this operation is achieved by applying the Hadamard
gate to a qubit’s ground state. However, in practice,
it is often more natural to perform a partial qubit flip,
which experimentally corresponds to a π/2-pulse [1].
Testing the successful preparation of a superposition
state of a qubit is one of the simplest experiments in
which one can observe the quantum nature of the sys-
tem. For this reason, such tests are frequently used to
calibrate quantum devices [1]. Here, we demonstrate
that this simple calibration task can be developed into
a rigorous certification protocol for single-qubit quan-
tum operations, which notably does not require the
estimation of any transition probabilities.

The problem of certifying the correct functioning
of quantum devices is crucial for developing quan-
tum hardware and has naturally evolved into a field of
study known as quantum system characterization (see
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Refs. [2, 3] for reviews). Particularly challenging is as-
sessing the quality of quantum gates due to unavoid-
able state preparation and measurement (SPAM) er-
rors. They are a limiting factor in standard quan-
tum process tomography [4, 5] and direct certification
methods [6–8].

Two broad families of characterization methods
have been developed to address this challenge: gate
set tomography (GST) [9–11] and randomized bench-
marking (RB) [12–18] with its many variants (see
Refs. [18, 19] for a recent overview). Both types of
protocols can be used to estimate gate errors in a
SPAM-robust manner by executing sequences of gates
with varying lengths. However, neither of these meth-
ods is suitable for certification, as they cannot defini-
tively rule out the implementation of incorrect gates.
GST provides a set of compatible descriptions of the
underlying experiment, some of which may not be
connected to the target quantum model by any phys-
ical gauge. RB, in turn, already requires that the im-
plemented gates are close to the target ones in order
to interpret the output decay parameters [18].

Currently, there is no method in the quantum char-
acterization literature that is both resilient to SPAM
errors and is capable of certifying uniqueness of the
quantum model compatible with the observed statis-
tics. Such a strong notion of certification is known as
self-testing [20], a concept first introduced for the cer-
tification of entangled states and incompatible mea-
surements in the Bell experiment [21]. However,
achieving this strong notion of assumption-free cer-
tification necessitates two space-like separated quan-
tum devices [22, 23]. This requirement is experimen-
tally challenging and is misaligned with the practi-
cally motivated setup with a quantum server and clas-
sical users, which is inherent to foreseeable quantum
computation.

An alternative avenue of research [24, 25], designed
for certifying a single quantum computer in a black-
box scenario, relies on computational assumptions,
providing the potential for classical certification of
quantum computers. However, this method is cur-
rently out of reach for quantum hardware due to its
demanding requirements on the number of qubits and
the fidelity of implemented gates [26]. Recently, a
related question of learnability of a quantum model
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Figure 1: Schematic figure of a server-user interaction. A
classical user via a classical channel transmits instructions x1,
x2, . . . xm to a quantum server, which performs a quantum
computation and returns the result a.

was raised in Ref. [27]. There, the authors proposed a
framework to investigate the learnability of the intrin-
sic descriptions of quantum experiments – the quan-
tum model – without relying on any prior knowledge.
However, the general result obtained there relies on
more assumptions than are desirable for a certifica-
tion task.

In this work, our objective is to achieve SPAM
error-free certification of a quantum computer’s cor-
rect functioning, without requiring physical access to
it, assuming as little about the quantum computer’s
internal functioning as possible. This investigation
is particularly relevant in a practical server-user con-
figuration (see Fig. 1): a classical user via a classical
channel transmits gate sequences to a quantum server,
which then implements them and returns the mea-
surement outcomes. Since achieving this goal with-
out any assumptions is impossible, we adopt the com-
monly used assumption on the quantum system’s di-
mension [28–33].

Since we assume that no part of the quantum ap-
paratus, such as the measurement device, is charac-
terized prior to the test, certification is only possible
up to the degrees of freedom inherent to quantum me-
chanics, i.e., unitary or anti-unitary transformation (a
unitary and the complex conjugation) [34]. It is im-
portant to note that this is the absolute minimum de-
gree of freedom that cannot be excluded in black-box
tests, as it corresponds to the simultaneous change of
bases.

Our method is based on a very intuitive idea of
testing outcomes of exact quantum computation for
quantum gate sequences that can be resolved effi-
ciently classically. Examples include gate sequences
that compose into the identity gate or simply a zero-
length sequence, for which the system is measured
directly after the state preparation. Certification is
then enabled by invoking the dimension assumption,
in our case one qubit, which limits the probability that
a noisy quantum computer will produce the correct
result. For certification of quantum gates, only the
input-output correlations are used and no entangle-
ment with an auxiliary system is required. Here, we
prove that a universal gate set for single qubit quan-
tum operations can be certified within our framework,
and analyze in detail the certification of a relevant

ρ Λx1
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Figure 2: Scenario of the certification test. A system is
prepared in state ρ and undergoes a series of transforma-
tions, Λx1 , Λx2 , . . . , Λxm , specified by classical instructions
{xi}m

i=1 from a fixed set, after which it is measured in a fixed
basis, producing outcome a. The sequences x = x1x2 . . . xm

of varied length m are chosen at random from the predeter-
mined set X .

single-qubit gate, which corresponds to the applica-
tion a π/2-pulse. The latter is routinely implemented
on a quantum computer for creating an equal super-
position of qubit basis states [1]. We show that the
required sample complexity, measured in terms of the
number of individual runs of the experiment or the
number of tested system copies [3], grows as O(ε−1)
with respect to the average gate infidelity ε. This fa-
vorable scaling sets our work apart from self-testing
results, which typically require much higher experi-
mental effort.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we explain the experimental setup, out-
line the assumptions, and describe the protocol. In
Section 3, we present our results on certification of
single-qubit quantum operations, with the main con-
tributions stated as Theorem 3, Corollary 4, and The-
orem 5. Technical details supporting the main claims
of the paper are left to the appendix.

2 Setup and protocol
The experimental setup that we consider is common
to many established certification methods, such as
RB [18] and GST [9]. The setup, or scenario as it
would be called in the self-testing literature, is shown
schematically in Fig. 2. A quantum system is pre-
pared in some initial state, after which a sequence of
quantum gates is applied to it, and it is finally mea-
sured in some fixed basis. For each gate in a given
sequence, a label, chosen from some finite set X, is
communicated to the quantum computer. The certi-
fication protocol relies on a particular finite subset of
sequences X ⊂ X∗, which are determined before the
protocol begins. In a single repetition of the protocol,
a random string x := x1x2 . . . xm is selected from X ,
and after the quantum computer implements the cor-
responding computation, the outcome a ∈ A of the
measurement is read out, where A is the set of all
possible outcomes. The certification protocol decides
to proceed or abort, depending on the deterministic
outcome ax, corresponding to the ideal implementa-
tion of the target quantum computation. The length
m of different sequences x ∈ X can be different, and,
in particular, be zero, which we denote by the empty
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string ϵ, and by which we mean that the system is
measured directly after the state preparation.

Given our emphasis on the minimal nature of the
assumptions in our method, we explicitly enumerate
them below.

(i) The dimension assumption. We assume that the
underlying quantum model is mathematically de-
scribed by a density operator ρ, a set of com-
pletely positive trace preserving (CPTP) maps
(Λx)x∈X , and a positive operator-valued mea-
sure (POVM) (Ma)a∈A, all defined over a Hilbert
space of a specified dimension.

(ii) Context independence. We assume that in each
repetition of our protocol, for each label x the
quantum computer implements the correspond-
ing quantum channel Λx in the same way, irre-
spective of the sequence x in which the gate x
appears or the order in which it appears in this
sequence. In the certification literature, this as-
sumption would be referred to as existence of a
single-shot implementation function.

(iii) Independence of repetitions. We assume that
quantum models in different repetitions of the
protocol are independent. Note, that we do not
need the assumption that quantum models in dif-
ferent repetitions of the protocol are identical.

Other minor assumptions include error-free function-
ing of the classical part of the quantum computer,
such as control circuits, and our ability to randomly
select the gate sequences. Importantly, our protocol
is robust against deviations from the target distribu-
tion µ(x) according to which we sample the random
sequences x from X .

We call the above set of assumptions minimal, be-
cause if we lift any of them, the results of the paper
can no longer be obtained. The dimension assump-
tion is critical, because a single quantum system, with
which a classical user is interacting, can be simulated
by a classical system of a larger dimension [29, 31].
The assumption of context independence cannot be
removed, because for each gate sequence one can al-
ways assign a POVM that reproduces the required
statistics, and a quantum computer can simply per-
form this measurement on the preparation state, ig-
noring the structure of the gate sequence. Finally, the
independence assumption can be regarded as a part of
the dimension assumption. Indeed, without this as-
sumption, there is always a possibility of a global uni-
tary gauge applied to several copies of state, measure-
ments, and quantum gates in a way that makes these
objects entangled across the protocol repetitions, but
does not change the observed statistics.

We are ready to present our protocol. We give a
general formulation for a given set of gates X, with an
important property that among all possible sequences
X∗, there are such x, for which we can predict the

deterministic outcome ax, which a noiseless quantum
computer should output.

Protocol 1 Classical certification of quantum gates
under the dimension assumption

Set N – the number of repetitions, X – the set
of gate sequences x, each with the corresponding
deterministic outcome ax, and µ(x) – a probability
mass function over X .
for i ∈ [N ] do

sample x from X , according to µ(x);
run the quantum circuit consisting of the state
preparation, the sequence x of gates, and the
measurement, record the outcome a;
if a ̸= ax then

output “reject” and end the protocol;
output “accept”.

Protocol 1 has a simple form of an ε-certification
test, which is common in certification literature [3].
The basic idea is that if we repeat Protocol 1 suffi-
ciently many times for different sequences x and ob-
tain the correct outcome ax in all these repetitions,
then we can obtain a certain level of confidence, typi-
cally denoted by 1−δ, that our quantum computer im-
plements a quantum model correctly. We define more
precisely below what we mean by the latter, building
on similar definitions in the self-testing literature [31].
First, we specify what we mean by a quantum model
in the context of single-qubit quantum computation.

Definition 1. A quantum model is a 3-tuple
(ρ, (Λx)x∈X , (Ma)a∈A), consisting of a quantum state
ρ, prepared at the beginning of the quantum compu-
tation, an ordered set of quantum channels (gates)
(Λx)x∈X , from which a quantum circuit is composed,
and a POVM (Ma)a∈A, measured at the end of the
computation.

For a quantum model involving only unitary quan-
tum channels, we use the corresponding unitary op-
erators in the definition of the model. Since we do
not assume any part of the quantum computer to be
characterized, and rely only on the classical data in
our certification, any two quantum models which are
equivalent up to the symmetries in quantum mechan-
ics [34] will produce the same statistics, and we will
not be able to distinguish between them. At the same
time, we would like to exclude any other quantum
model, which is formalized by the following definition.

Definition 2. For a target quantum model,
(ρ, (Ux)x∈X , (Ma)a∈A) with unitary channels, we say
that a quantum computer implements it correctly, if
there exists a unitary operator U (with a possible com-
plex conjugation (∗)), such that the implemented quan-
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tum model (ρ̃, (Λ̃x)x∈X , (M̃a)a∈A) satisfies

ρ̃ = Uρ(∗)U†,

Λ̃x( · ) = UU (∗)
x U†( · )UU†

x

(∗)
U†, ∀x ∈ X,

M̃a = UM (∗)
a U†, ∀a ∈ A.

(1)

Following the terminology of the self-testing litera-
ture [20], we say that the target outcomes ax self-test
a quantum model, if from the fact that the observed
outcomes correspond to ax, we can infer that the
quantum computer implements the quantum model
correctly, in the sense of Definition 2. Moreover, we
say that the self-test is robust, if for small deviations in
the outcomes, the target and the implemented models
are close in some distance. For quantum states and
quantum measurements, we use the infidelity and the
spectral distance, respectively, and for quantum gates,
we use the average gate infidelity. Here, we use the
following expression for the average gate fidelity be-
tween a qubit channel Λ̃ and qubit unitary channel Λ
(see e.g., [3]),

Favg(Λ̃,Λ) = 2
3 Tr[J(Λ̃) J(Λ)] + 1

3 , (2)

where J( · ) is the Choi-Jamiołkowski [35, 36] map,
defined for a qubit channel Λ as

J(Λ) := 1
2

∑
i,j∈{0,1}

Λ(|i⟩⟨j|) ⊗ |i⟩⟨j|. (3)

Following the terminology of the certification liter-
ature [3], we say that Protocol 1 is an ε-certification
test for a target quantum model with respect to ap-
propriately chosen distances, if the protocol is com-
plete and sound. Completeness means that the target
quantum model will be accepted by the protocol with
high probability. Soundness, in light of Definition 2,
means that any quantum model for which there is no
unitary (with a possible complex conjugation), which
brings it ε-close to the target model with respect to
the chosen distances, will be rejected by the protocol
with high probability.

3 Certification of single-qubit quan-
tum models
In this section, we prove that Protocol 1
is an ε-certification test for a quantum
model (|+⟩⟨+|, (S,S†), (|+⟩⟨+|, |−⟩⟨−|)), where
S := |0⟩⟨0| + i|1⟩⟨1|. The soundness of this test
follows from a more general self-testing-type re-
sult, which we prove first. Here, we use S gate
to model a π/2-pulse with respect to an or-
thonormal basis (ONB) (|+⟩, |−⟩) [1]. However,
all the following results for a quantum model
(|+⟩⟨+|, (S,S†), (|+⟩⟨+|, |−⟩⟨−|)) also apply for a
model (|0⟩⟨0|, (

√
X,

√
X†), (|0⟩⟨0|, |1⟩⟨1|)), as they

are unitary equivalent. Then, we prove a self-testing
result for a quantum model with an additional H
gate and the square root of the S gate, i.e., the model
(|+⟩⟨+|, (S,S†,H,

√
S), (|+⟩⟨+|, |−⟩⟨−|)), which

shows that a single-qubit universal gate set can be
certified using Protocol 1.

3.1 Self-testing and certification of the S gate
We explain in detail certification of the S gate, or
more precisely, the quantum model(

|+⟩⟨+|, (S,S†), (|+⟩⟨+|, |−⟩⟨−|)
)
. (4)

We set X = {s, s−1} for the classical instructions
given to a quantum computer which specify whether
it should implement the S gate or its inverse, respec-
tively.

Surprisingly, it is sufficient to consider the following
set of strings in Protocol 1

X = {ϵ, ss, ss−1, s−1s, s−1s−1}, (5)

where ϵ denotes the empty string. Next, we set A =
{+,−}, and for the sequences in Eq. (5), determine
that the deterministic outcomes corresponding to the
target model are the following

ax =
{

+ for x ∈ {ϵ, ss−1, s−1s},
− for x ∈ {ss, s−1s−1}. (6)

It can be easily seen that in case of noiseless im-
plementation of the state preparation |+⟩⟨+|, the
gates S,S†, and the measurement (|+⟩⟨+|, |−⟩⟨−|),
Protocol 1 always accepts. In other words, Proto-
col 1 is complete for certification of the quantum
model (|+⟩⟨+|, (S,S†), (|+⟩⟨+|, |−⟩⟨−|)), with X and
{ax}x∈X specified by Eq. (5) and Eq. (6), respectively.

Proving the soundness of the protocol is much less
straightforward. To achieve this, we first state and
prove the following self-testing result.

Theorem 3. Let (ρ̃, (Λ̃s, Λ̃s−1 ), (M̃+, M̃−)) be a
single-qubit quantum model that passes with probabil-
ity at least 1−ε one single repetition of Protocol 1 with
uniform sampling from the gate sequences (5) and for
deterministic measurement outcomes (6). Then the
quantum model is O(ε)-close to the target model (4),
i.e., there is a unitary U ∈ U(2) such that

Favg(Λ̃s, USU†) ≥ 1 − O(ε),
Favg(Λ̃s−1 , US†U†) ≥ 1 − O(ε) ,

Tr[ρ̃U |+⟩⟨+|U†] ≥ 1 − 15
2 ε,∥∥M̃+ − U |+⟩⟨+|U†∥∥

∞ ≤ 5
2ε .

(7)

In the case of unitary channels, we use the respec-
tive operators as the argument of the fidelity function
for simplicity of notation. Below, we give a sketch
of the proof, and the full proof can be found in Ap-
pendix A.
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Proof sketch. The conclusions of the theorem follow
from the condition P[“pass”] ≥ 1 − ε and the di-
mension assumption. As a first step, we show that
for small ε, the measurement effects M̃+ and M̃−
are close to being rank-1 projectors, which we de-
note as |ψ⟩⟨ψ| and |ψ⊥⟩⟨ψ⊥|. Next, we show that
the POVMs which one obtains by applying the ad-
joint maps Λ̃†

s and Λ̃†
s−1 to |ψ⟩⟨ψ| and |ψ⊥⟩⟨ψ⊥| are

also close to be projective for small ε. We denote
the corresponding projectors by |ϕ⟩⟨ϕ| and |ϕ⊥⟩⟨ϕ⊥|.
Importantly, we find that Λ̃†

s(|ψ⟩⟨ψ|) ≈ |ϕ⟩⟨ϕ| and
Λ̃†

s−1 (|ψ⟩⟨ψ|) ≈ |ϕ⊥⟩⟨ϕ⊥|, and since the adjoint maps
of channels are unital, also Λ̃†

s(|ψ⊥⟩⟨ψ⊥|) ≈ |ϕ⊥⟩⟨ϕ⊥|
and Λ̃†

s−1 (|ψ⊥⟩⟨ψ⊥|) ≈ |ϕ⟩⟨ϕ|. Next, we obtain a par-
tial characterization of the Choi-Jamiołkowski state of
the channel Λ̃s in the bases of |ψ⟩, |ψ⊥⟩ and |ϕ⟩, |ϕ⊥⟩,
with the leading terms corresponding to the subspace
spanned by |ψ⟩|ϕ⟩ and |ψ⊥⟩|ϕ⊥⟩. Then, we show that
Λ̃s is close to being a unitary channel, for which we
use the conditions ρ̃ ≈ |ψ⟩⟨ψ| and Λ̃s(ρ̃) ≈ |ϕ⊥⟩⟨ϕ⊥|.
Finally, we find a suitable gauge unitary U ∈ U(2)
for which the condition for Λ̃s in Eq. (7) is satisfied.
Because we obtain characterization of Λ̃s and Λ̃s−1 in
the same basis, the proof also easily extends to the
channel Λ̃s−1 . The bounds for the state and the mea-
surement in Eq. (7) with the chosen unitary are also
immediate.

Interestingly, in the ideal case of ε = 0, the self-
testing argument can also be made for the set of gate
sequences without s−1s−1, or without ss. Moreover,
the effect that the sampling distribution µ over X
plays in Theorem 3 is purely in determining the con-
stants in front of ε, with the only requirement that
each sequence in X is chosen with some nonzero prob-
ability.

We can use the known relation that connects the
average gate fidelity and the diamond distance for an
arbitrary qubit channel Λ̃ and a unitary channel Λ [3],∥∥Λ̃ − Λ

∥∥
⋄ ≤ 2

√
6
√

1 − Favg(Λ̃,Λ), (8)

to reformulate Theorem 3 for the diamond distance
with an upper bound of O(

√
ε).

Next, using Theorem 3, we show that Pro-
tocol 1 is sound for certification of the model
(|+⟩⟨+|, (S,S†), (|+⟩⟨+|, |−⟩⟨−|)), as stated by the
following corollary. This corollary is the main practi-
cal result of the paper.

Corollary 4. Protocol 1 with uniform sampling from
the gate sequences (5) and for deterministic mea-
surement outcomes (6) is an ε-certification test for
the S gate and its inverse with respect to the aver-
age gate fidelity, as well as initial state |+⟩⟨+| and
measurement (|+⟩⟨+|, |−⟩⟨−|) with respect to fidelity
and spectral norm from N independent samples for
N ≥ N0 with

N0 = O(ε−1) ln(δ−1) (9)

with confidence at least 1 − δ. More-
over, Protocol 1 accepts the target model
(|+⟩⟨+|, (S,S†), (|+⟩⟨+|, |−⟩⟨−|)) with probabil-
ity 1.

The lower bound of N0 in Corollary 4 should be in-
terpreted as a sufficient number of repetitions of Pro-
tocol 1 to reach the target confidence level 1 − δ.

Proof. We can invert the statement of Theorem 3,
and obtain that for a noisy quantum model, for which
there does not exist a unitary U ∈ U(2), satisfying
Eq. (7), the probability of passing a single repetition
of Protocol 1 is P[“pass”] ≤ 1 − ε. If we take N in-
dependent copies of such noisy Λ̃s, Λ̃s−1 , as well as ρ̃
and (M̃+, M̃−), the probability of Protocol 1 accept-
ing them is

P[“accept”] ≤ (1 − ε)N . (10)

For the target confidence level 1 − δ, the acceptance
probability in Eq. (10) should be upper-bounded by
δ, which leads to a lower bound on N ,

N ≥ ln(δ−1)
ln 1

1−ε

. (11)

Approximating the logarithm function for 1
1−ε , and

rescaling ε such that the lower bounds on the average
gate fidelity in Eq. (7) are exactly 1 − ε, leads to the
sample complexity stated in Eq. (9).

As Corollary 4 demonstrates, our method for certi-
fication of quantum gates is as efficient as the direct
certification of quantum processes [6], which requires
trust in state preparations and measurements (and
hence is not SPAM robust) and also requires an auxil-
iary system to prepare the Choi-Jamiołkowski state of
the process. The only price to pay is a possibly larger
constant factor, which we numerically estimate for the
uniform µ(x) in the next section. The efficiency of
our certification scheme sets our work apart from self-
testing results, which typically have much worse noise
tolerance and therefore require much higher experi-
mental effort, making them inapplicable in practice
(see e.g., discussion in Ref. [23]).

Finally, since Protocol 1 uses the same experimen-
tal setup as GST and RB, it can be seamlessly in-
tegrated into these protocols. In particular, if S and
S† are included in the gate set of a GST experiment,
the statistics gathered there can be used to obtain a
lower bound on the average gate fidelity from Theo-
rem 3 (under an additional i.i.d. assumption). More-
over, the gauge freedom in the GST output can be
reduced to unitary for the gates S and S†. Similarly,
if the acceptance probability of Protocol 1 is estimated
before conducting an RB experiment, it can be used
in the guarantees of the RB protocol’s output.
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Figure 3: Approximately 104 random quantum models are
represented by the dots on the plot, with x-axis correspond-
ing to the probability that a quantum model fails a single
repetition of Protocol 1, and y-axis corresponding to the dis-
tance to the target model with the unitary gauge chosen as
in the proof of Theorem 3. The dashed line correspond to
the worst linear coefficient among 107 sampled models, with
the slope of ≈ 5.

3.2 Numerical investigations
In this subsection, we supplement our theoretical re-
sults of Theorem 3 and Corollary 4 by numerical in-
vestigations. This also allows us to estimate the coef-
ficients of the linear scaling in Theorem 3, which then
translates to an explicit formula for the sample com-
plexity in Corollary 4. The results of our numerical
investigations are shown in Fig. 3.

For each randomly generated quantum model
(ρ̃, (Λ̃s, Λ̃s−1 ), (M̃+, M̃−)), we calculate the probabil-
ity of it failing a single repetition of the protocol,
which corresponds to ε in the statement of Theo-
rem 3. We then apply a unitary to the target model,
which explicitly depends on the noisy random model,
as described in the proof of Theorem 3, and calcu-
late the distance between the noisy model and the
target model. For the latter, we take the maximum
among the respective distances for the quantum state
(infidelity), channels (average gate infidelity), and the
measurement (spectral norm) in Eq. (7).

To generate random noisy quantum models, we ap-
ply independent unitary noise to the target state,
channels, and the measurement, i.e., we take ρ̃ =
U1|+⟩⟨+|U†

1 , Λ̃s( · ) = U2S( · )S†U†
2 , Λ̃s−1 ( · ) =

U3S†( · )SU†
3 , M̃+ = U4|+⟩⟨+|U†

4 , and M̃− = 1−M̃+.
Sampling Haar-random unitaries U1, U2, U3, and U4
would result in a quantum model that is far from
the target one. Therefore, we generate each Ui by
randomly sampling ui from su(2), and then setting
Ui = eαiui for uniformly sampled αi ∈ [0, 1]. We also
considered adding depolarizing and amplitude damp-
ing noise, which resulted in higher failing probabili-
ties.

In Fig. 3 we plot ≈ 104 randomly generated noisy
quantum models, as well as a linear upper bound on
the distance given the failing probability, which we

estimated from sampling 107 random models. This
numerical investigation follows the theoretical predic-
tions of the linear scaling of the distances as a function
of ε in Theorem 3, and allows us to estimate the co-
efficient of this linear function to be approximately
5. This results in the sample complexity of 5

ε ln(δ−1),
which amounts to approximately 2000 repetitions for
ε = δ = 0.01, or approximately 300 repetitions for
ε = δ = 0.05.

3.3 Self-testing of a universal gate set
Next, we show how to employ Protocol 1 to certify
a universal gate set for single-qubit quantum com-
putation. For this, we rely on already proven Theo-
rem 3 for self-testing of the S gate, and incorporate
the Hadamard gate H and the T gate to the sequences
considered in the protocol. There are, however, im-
portant differences from the case of the S gate certi-
fication. First, in order to include the Hadamard we
also need to account for a possible complex conjuga-
tion, which is still in accordance with Definition 2.
To certify the T gate, we would either need to modify
Protocol 1 to include estimation of outcome probabil-
ities, or as we do it here, change the goal of the certifi-
cation. In particular, we show that using Protocol 1,
we can certify implementation of the square root of
the S gate, which can be either T = |0⟩⟨0|+ei π

4 |1⟩⟨1|,
or ZT = |0⟩⟨0| − ei π

4 |1⟩⟨1|. Simultaneously, either of
the two gates, T or ZT, in conjunction with the S gate
and the Hadamard gate, constitute a universal gate
set for single-qubit quantum computation.

We use the following gate sequences
for certification of the quantum model
(|+⟩⟨+|, (S,S†,H,

√
S), (|+⟩⟨+|, |−⟩⟨−|)),

X = {ϵ, ss−1, s−1s, ss, s−1s−1, shs, s−1hs,hh,hsh,
hth, sshth, tts},

(12)

where the labels X = {s, s−1,h, t} correspond to the
gates in the self-explanatory way. Recall, that we read
the sequences from left to right, e.g., in the sequence
s−1hs, the gate corresponding to s−1 is applied first.
We again take A = {+,−}, and set the deterministic
outcomes expected by Protocol 1 to

ax =
{

+ for x ∈ {ϵ, ss−1, s−1s, shs,hh,hsh,hth},
− for x ∈ {ss, s−1s−1, s−1hs, sshth, tts}.

(13)
We formalize our findings in this direction in the fol-
lowing theorem, which is an ideal self-testing type re-
sult.

Theorem 5. If a single-qubit quantum model
(ρ̃, (Λ̃x)x∈X , (M̃+, M̃−)), with X = {s, s−1,h, t} passes
a single repetition of Protocol 1 with probability 1,
for X and ax specified in Eq. (12) and Eq. (13), re-
spectively, and for any sampling distribution such that
µ(x) > 0 for all x ∈ X , then each quantum channel
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Λ̃x in the model is unitary, i.e., there exist Ũx ∈ U(2),
such that

Λ̃x( · ) = Ũx( · )Ũ†
x, ∀x ∈ X, (14)

and there exists a unitary U ∈ U(2) (with possible
complex conjugation (∗)), such that

Ũs = US(∗)U†,

Ũs−1 = US†(∗)
U†,

Ũh = UHU†,

(15)

and either Ũt = UT(∗)U† or Ũt = UZT(∗)U†. More-
over, for the same unitary U it holds that,

ρ̃ = U |+⟩⟨+|U†, M̃+ = U |+⟩⟨+|U†. (16)

In the statement of Theorem 5, we define the com-
plex conjugation with respect to the computational
basis.

Proof. We start with a brief overview of the proof
steps. The starting point is to consider the sequences
{ϵ, ss−1, s−1s, ss, s−1s−1}, which achieve the self-testing
result for the S, and S† gates. By additionally con-
sidering all the sequences composed of {h, s, s−1}, we
can self-test the Hadamard gate. Lastly, we consider
sequences involving t and prove that either the T gate
or ZT is implemented when we pass this instruction
label to the quantum computer.

The first step follows immediately from the proof of
Theorem 3 for the special case ε = 0, which provides
us with a unitary U such that the first two equations
in Eq. (15) as well as Eq. (16) are satisfied. Note,
that at this point we do not need additional com-
plex conjugation. Let |ψ⟩⟨ψ| = ρ̃ be the initial state
and |ϕ⟩⟨ϕ| = Λ̃s−1 (|ψ⟩⟨ψ|). Following Theorem 3, we
know that Λ̃s and Λ̃s−1 implement a unitary Ũs and
its inverse, respectively, where

Ũs = |ψ⟩⟨ϕ| + |ψ⊥⟩⟨ϕ⊥|. (17)

Moreover, following the proof of Theorem 3, we also
obtain that the bases {|ψ⟩, |ψ⊥⟩} and {|ϕ⟩, |ϕ⊥⟩} are
mutually unbiased, and we can choose all the in-
ner products of {|ψ⟩, |ψ⊥⟩, |ϕ⟩, |ϕ⊥⟩} to be real (see
Eq. (34)).

We continue the proof with self-testing of the
Hadamard gate. The observed correlations for the
strings x = shs, x = s−1hs imply that Λ̃h(|ϕ⟩⟨ϕ|) =
|ϕ⊥⟩⟨ϕ⊥| and Λ̃h(|ϕ⊥⟩⟨ϕ⊥|) = |ϕ⟩⟨ϕ|, i.e., Λ̃h maps
an ONB to an ONB. From the input string x = hh,
we also determine that Λ̃h ◦ Λ̃h(|ψ⟩⟨ψ|) = |ψ⟩⟨ψ|,
which implies that Λ̃h(|ψ⟩⟨ψ|) is a pure state (see
Lemma 7). Combining these, we then conclude that
Λ̃h is a unitary channel (see Lemma 8). Moreover,
the corresponding unitary operator Ũh must be of the
form

Ũh = |ϕ⟩⟨ϕ⊥| + eiθ|ϕ⊥⟩⟨ϕ| (18)

for some θ ∈ R.
We can identify the phase θ by considering the

sequence input string x = hsh. Specifically,
the observed deterministic behavior implies that
|⟨ψ|ŨhŨsŨh|ψ⟩| = 1, with Ũs as in Eq. (17). This
results in the condition

|1 + 2eiθ − e2iθ| = 2
√

2, (19)

which is satisfied if and only if eiθ = ±i. By applying
the gauge unitary U , this leaves either of the two pos-
sibilities U†ŨhU ∈ {H,XHX} (up to a global phase).
In the latter case, we absorb the X gate into the gauge
unitary U 7→ UX, at the cost of interchanging S and
S† (and an additional global phase), which effectively
amounts to applying an additional complex conjuga-
tion to S and S†. Note, that adding X to the gauge
unitary does not change the results for the state and
the measurement in Eq. (16) since |+⟩, |−⟩ are eigen-
states of X.

Finally, we also consider the sequences involving
the ‘t’ input. The observed correlations for the input
strings x = hth and x = sshth imply that the channel
Λ̃t maps an ONB {Ũh|ψ⟩, Ũh|ψ⊥⟩} to an ONB (in fact,
to itself). Moreover, from the sequence x = tts we
can deduce that Λ̃t(ψ) is a pure state (see Lemma 7).
Moreover, since |⟨ψ|Ũh|ψ⟩| = 1/

√
2, we can invoke

Lemma 8 to conclude that Λ̃t is a unitary channel.
From |⟨ψ|ŨhŨtŨh|ψ⟩| = 1 we deduce, that after ap-
plying the gauge unitary (and a possible complex con-
jugation), we have

U†ŨtU = |0⟩⟨0| + eiφ|1⟩⟨1|, (20)

for a suitable phase φ ∈ R. This phase is constrained
by the input string x = tts, since |⟨ψ⊥|ŨsŨtŨt|ψ⟩| = 1
is equivalent to e2iφ = i, which leaves the two possi-
bilities φ ∈ { π

4 , π + π
4 }, which we cannot distinguish

further with Protocol 1, but which lets us to conclude
that Ũt ∈ {UT(∗)U†, UZT(∗)U†} (up to the global
phase). This finishes the proof.

It is possible to modify Protocol 1 for self-testing
the T gate in the sense of Definition 2, by including
sequences such as, e.g., x = t. However, this means
that the target statistics will stop being determinis-
tic, and we will need to estimate the corresponding
outcome probabilities up to some precision. At the
same time, it does not mean that the overall sam-
pling complexity should change drastically, because,
at least in the ideal case, we will only need to distin-
guish between the two cases |⟨+|T|+⟩|2 = 1

2 + 1
2

√
2 ,

and |⟨+|ZT|+⟩|2 = 1
2 − 1

2
√

2 .

4 Conclusions and outlook
In this paper, we propose an efficient method for clas-
sical certification of single-qubit quantum gates under
the dimension assumption. For a relevant single-qubit
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gate, the S gate, we show that the sample complex-
ity of our method scales like O(ε−1) with respect to
the average gate infidelity ε. To prove this result, we
derive a robust self-testing argument for the S gate
and its inverse, as well as the initially prepared state
and the measurement. This setup captures many sin-
gle qubit experiments with π/2-pulse gates. More-
over, we show that with our protocol we can certify
an implementation of a gate set that is universal for
single-qubit quantum computation.

In a bigger spectrum of quantum device charac-
terization, with the proposed method, we aim to
bridge the gap between a theoretical abstraction of
self-testing a quantum computer in the Bell test and
the assumptions-heavy certification methods that are
used in practice. Self-testing in the Bell test takes
an idealistic approach, assuming only space-like sep-
aration, an assumption that is hard to ensure within
a single quantum processor. In contrast, the certi-
fication tools used in practice necessitate a number
of assumptions, with the dimension assumption being
the least of them, in order to provide guarantees on
the protocols’ output. We argue that the proposed
certification method is not intended to replace either
idealistic or pragmatic approaches but offers an inter-
mediary perspective that appears to be lacking cur-
rently.

Our preliminary results suggest that the proposed
certification method can be extended to multi-qubit

quantum computation. However, this requires new
techniques for the case of entangling gates, and, thus,
deserves a separate study. In particular, it is inter-
esting to see if the representation theory techniques,
commonly used in the RB literature, can be employed
here. It also seems possible to translate some of the
ideas from Ref. [37] to the framework of the dimen-
sion assumption, removing the requirement on the
ideal preparation of the computational basis states,
assumed therein. Finally, we find the connection be-
tween the classical simulability of quantum computa-
tion and the types of quantum gates which can be effi-
ciency certified with deterministic measurement out-
comes intriguing, which also deserves a separate in-
vestigation.
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Appendix

A Proof of Theorem 3
We repeat the statement of the theorem for convenience. We omit “tilde” over the implemented state, channels,
and the measurement to keep the presentation simple.

Theorem 3. Let (ρ̃, (Λ̃s, Λ̃s−1 ), (M̃+, M̃−)) be a single-qubit quantum model that passes with probability at least
1−ε one single repetition of Protocol 1 with uniform sampling from the gate sequences (5) and for deterministic
measurement outcomes (6). Then the quantum model is O(ε)-close to the target model (4), i.e., there is a
unitary U ∈ U(2) such that

Favg(Λ̃s, USU†) ≥ 1 − O(ε),
Favg(Λ̃s−1 , US†U†) ≥ 1 − O(ε) ,

Tr[ρ̃U |+⟩⟨+|U†] ≥ 1 − 15
2 ε,∥∥M̃+ − U |+⟩⟨+|U†∥∥

∞ ≤ 5
2ε .

(21)

Proof. Because the following proof is lengthy and technical in parts, we start by giving a general outline. The
conclusions of the theorem follow from the condition P[“pass”] ≥ 1 − ε and the dimension assumption, that is
ρ,M+,M− ∈ L(C2), and Λs : L(C2) → L(C2), Λs−1 : L(C2) → L(C2). As a first step, we show that for small
ε, the measurement effects M+ and M− are close to being rank-1 projectors, which we denote as ψ and ψ⊥.
Next, we show that POVMs which one obtains by applying the adjoint maps Λ†

s and Λ†
s−1 to ψ and ψ⊥ are also

close to be projective for small ε. We denote the corresponding projectors by ϕ and ϕ⊥. Importantly, we find
that Λ†

s(ψ) ≈ ϕ and Λ†
s−1 (ψ) ≈ ϕ⊥, and since the adjoint maps of channels are unital, also Λ†

s(ψ⊥) ≈ ϕ⊥ and
Λ†

s−1 (ψ⊥) ≈ ϕ. Next, we obtain a partial characterization of the Choi state of the channel Λs in the basis of ψ
and ϕ, with the leading terms which we denote as a1, a2, a3, a

∗
3 corresponding to the subspace spanned by |ψ⟩|ϕ⟩
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and |ψ⊥⟩|ϕ⊥⟩. Here, a3 and a∗
3 correspond to the off-diagonal terms of the matrix representation of J(Λs), which

at this point can only be upper-bounded by 1
2 . The case |a3| ≈ 1

2 corresponds to Λs being a unitary channel.
In order to show that actually a3 ≈ 1

2 , we use the conditions ρ ≈ ψ and Λs(ρ) ≈ ϕ⊥. Finally, we find a suitable
gauge unitary U ∈ U(2) for which the condition for Λs in Eq. (21) follows. Because we obtain characterization
of Λs and Λs−1 in the same basis, the proof also easily extends to the channel Λs−1 . The bounds for the state
and the measurement in Eq. (21) for the chosen unitary are also immediate. Showing each step of the above
sketch is, in principle, not too technical, but a lot of involving calculations in the proof are there to ensure the
linear scaling of the bounds in Eq. (21) with respect to ε.

We start the proof by writing the probability of a quantum model, given by ρ, Λs, Λs−1 , and (M+,M−)
passing a single repetition of the protocol.

P[“pass”] = 1
5

(
Tr[M+ρ] + Tr[M+Λs ◦ Λs−1 (ρ)] + Tr[M+Λs−1 ◦ Λs(ρ)]

+ Tr[M−Λs ◦ Λs(ρ)] + Tr[M−Λs−1 ◦ Λs−1 (ρ)]
)
.

(22)

For simplicity, let us take ε such that P[“pass”] ≥ 1 − ε
5 , and rescale ε at the end of the proof. We separate

the condition in Eq. (22) into Tr[M+ρ] ≥ 1 − ε and

Tr[M+Λs ◦ Λs−1 (ρ)] + Tr[M+Λs−1 ◦ Λs(ρ)] − Tr[M+Λs ◦ Λs(ρ)] − Tr[M+Λs−1 ◦ Λs−1 (ρ)] ≥ 2 − ε. (23)

Let the eigendecomposition ofM+ beM+ = (1−λ+)ψ+λ−ψ
⊥, where ψ := |ψ⟩⟨ψ|, ψ⊥ := |ψ⊥⟩⟨ψ⊥|, ⟨ψ |ψ⊥⟩ = 0,

and λ++λ− ≤ 1. We can then substitute M+ in Eq. (23) with (1−λ+−λ−)ψ+λ−1, and due to the normalization
of states and 1 ≥ (1 − λ+ − λ−), we arrive at the same condition as Eq. (23), but with ψ instead of M+. We
also obtain that λ+ +λ− ≤ ε

2 , because we can upper-bound the expression, which is multiplied by (1−λ+ −λ−)
on the left-hand side of Eq. (23) by 2. Next, for each trace, we move the second channel in the sequence to the
measurement side, and denote the adjoint maps as Λ†

s and Λ†
s−1 . Grouping the terms together, we obtain

Tr
[(

Λ†
s(ψ) − Λ†

s−1 (ψ)
) (

Λs−1 (ρ) − Λs(ρ)
)]

≥ 2 − ε. (24)

Let Λ†
s(ψ)−Λ†

s−1 (ψ) = η+ϕ−η−ϕ
⊥, where ϕ := |ϕ⟩⟨ϕ|, ϕ⊥ := |ϕ⊥⟩⟨ϕ⊥|, ⟨ϕ|ϕ⊥⟩ = 0, and η+, η− ∈ [−1, 1] due

to the fact that POVM effects are positive semidefinite (PSD) and bounded. Inserting this eigendecomposition
into Eq. (24), leads to

(η+ + η−) Tr
[
ϕ

(
Λs−1 (ρ) − Λs(ρ)

)]
≥ 2 − ε. (25)

Since the trace in Eq. (25) can be at most 1, and each of η− and η+ are upper-bounded by 1, we conclude
that η− ≥ 1 − ε and η+ ≥ 1 − ε. From this conclusion, we arrive at a first set of important conditions that
characterize the channels Λs and Λs−1 , namely

Tr[Λ†
s(ψ)ϕ] ≥ 1 − ε, Tr[Λ†

s(ψ⊥)ϕ⊥] ≥ 1 − ε, Tr[Λ†
s−1 (ψ)ϕ⊥] ≥ 1 − ε, Tr[Λ†

s−1 (ψ⊥)ϕ] ≥ 1 − ε. (26)

Next, we focus on channel Λs and derive a partial characterization of its Choi state. We define the Choi-
Jamiołkowski state [35, 36], or the Choi state for short, of a qubit channel Λ and the inverse Choi map with
respect to the canonical product basis (|i⟩|j⟩)i,j∈{0,1} in C4 as

J(Λ) := 1
2

∑
i,j∈{0,1}

Λ(|i⟩⟨j|) ⊗ |i⟩⟨j|, Λ†( · ) = 2 (Tr1[( · ) ⊗ 1 J(Λ)])⊺ , (27)

where Tr1[ · ] denotes the partial trace with respect to the first subsystem. Let us specify the matrix represen-
tation of J(Λs) in the basis ONB1 := (|ψ⟩|ϕ⟩∗, |ψ⊥⟩|ϕ⊥⟩∗, |ψ⟩|ϕ⊥⟩∗, |ψ⊥⟩|ϕ⟩∗) as follows

[J(Λs)]ONB1
=

[
A B
B† C

]
:=


a1 a3 b1 b2
a∗

3 a2 b∗
3 −b∗

1
b∗

1 b3 c2 c3
b∗

2 −b1 c∗
3 c1

 , (28)

where A,B,C ∈ C2×2 represent the 2 × 2 blocks of [J(Λs)]ONB1
, and a1, a2, c1, c2 ∈ R, and a3, b1, b2, b3, c3 ∈ C

represent the entries. From the derived condition in Eq. (26), we have that a1 ≥ 1
2 − ε

2 and a2 ≥ 1
2 − ε

2 . From
the normalization condition Tr1[J(Λs)] = 1

2 , we have that c1 = 1
2 − a1 and c2 = 1

2 − a2, and, therefore, c1 ≤ ε
2

and c2 ≤ ε
2 . From the PSD condition [J(Λs)]ONB1

≥ 0, we obtain that

|a3| ≤ 1
2 , |c3| ≤ ε

2 , |b1| ≤
√
ε

2 , |b2| ≤
√
ε

2 , |b3| ≤
√
ε

2 . (29)
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We can use the above estimates to upper-bound the unwanted terms, i.e., all except for the ones in submatrix
A, in channel Λs. However, they are not sufficient for obtaining the linear scaling in ε of the bounds in Eq. (21).
We will also need a tighter upper-bound on |b2 + b3|.

In order to derive a tighter upper-bound on |b2 + b3|, we use the following constraint on the blocks A,B,C
that form a PSD matrix,

|⟨v|B|w⟩|2 ≤ ⟨v|A|v⟩⟨w|C|w⟩, ∀|v⟩, |w⟩ ∈ C2. (30)

This result can be found in Ref. [38] (Theorem 7.7.7), and we also provide a proof of Eq. (30) in Appendix B
for completeness. Let us first take |v⟩ = − a∗

3
|a3| |ϕ

⊥⟩∗ + |ϕ⟩∗ and |w⟩ = |ϕ⊥⟩∗. The condition in Eq. (30) then
implies ∣∣∣∣− a3

|a3|
b∗

1 + b3

∣∣∣∣2
≤ (a1 + a2 − 2|a3|)c2 ≤ (1 − 2|a3|)ε2 . (31)

Next, take |v⟩ = |ϕ⊥⟩∗ − a3
|a3| |ϕ⟩∗ and |w⟩ = |ϕ⟩∗, which results in a similar condition,

∣∣∣∣b2 + a3

|a3|
b∗

1

∣∣∣∣2
≤ (a1 + a2 − 2|a3|)c1 ≤ (1 − 2|a3|)ε2 . (32)

Using the triangular inequality, we then obtain a condition

|b2 + b3| ≤
√

2ε
√

1 − 2|a3|, (33)

which we use later in the proof.
We continue the proof by returning to Eq. (25) and using the condition η++η− ≤ 2, obtain that Tr[ϕΛs−1 (ρ)] ≥

1 − ε
2 and Tr[ϕΛs(ρ)] ≤ ε

2 . Again, we focus on channel Λs first, and rewrite the aforementioned condition for it
as

Tr[Λ†
s(ϕ⊥)ρ] ≥ 1 − ε

2 . (34)

This is the second important condition alongside Eq. (26) that allows us to characterize channel Λs.
It is useful at this point of the proof to fix the relative phases between the vectors |ϕ⟩, |ϕ⊥⟩, |ψ⟩, and |ψ⊥⟩.

Without loss of generality, we set

⟨ψ |ϕ⟩ = ⟨ψ⊥ |ϕ⊥⟩ = |⟨ψ |ϕ⟩|, −⟨ψ |ϕ⊥⟩ = ⟨ψ⊥ |ϕ⟩ = |⟨ψ⊥ |ϕ⟩|. (35)

Let us first express ρ in the basis {|ψ⟩, |ψ⊥⟩} as

ρ = d1ψ + d2ψ
⊥ + d3|ψ⟩⟨ψ⊥| + d∗

3|ψ⊥⟩⟨ψ|. (36)

From the condition Tr[M+ρ] ≥ 1 − ε, which we obtained directly from Eq. (22), and from the condition on the
eigenvalues of M+, namely, λ+ + λ− ≤ ε

2 , we obtain that d1 = Tr[ψρ] ≥ 1 − 3
2ε, and, consequently, d2 ≤ 3

2ε.
From ρ ≥ 0, we obtain additionally that |d3| ≤ O(

√
ε).

From now on, we express the bounds using the Big-O notation, because we are interested in the scaling
w.r.t. ε, and we estimate the constants in our numerical studies in Section 3. Using the expansion in Eq. (36),
we can reduce the condition in Eq. (34) to

Tr[Λ†
s(ϕ⊥)ψ] + 2 Re

[
d3 Tr[Λ†

s(ϕ⊥)|ψ⟩⟨ψ⊥|]
]

≥ 1 − O(ε). (37)

We do not simply use the upper bound of O(
√
ε) on the second term in Eq. (37), but instead carefully analyze

both terms. We use the expansion of ϕ⊥ in the basis of (|ψ⟩, |ψ⊥⟩) to write the POVM effect Λ†
s(ϕ⊥) as

Λ†
s(ϕ⊥) = |⟨ψ⊥ |ϕ⟩|2Λ†

s(ψ) + |⟨ψ |ϕ⟩|2Λ†
s(ψ⊥) − |⟨ψ |ϕ⟩⟨ψ⊥ |ϕ⟩|

(
Λ†

s(|ψ⟩⟨ψ⊥|) + Λ†
s(|ψ⊥⟩⟨ψ|)

)
. (38)

We can use Eq. (38) and the partial characterization of Λs in Eq. (28) to express Λ†
s(ϕ⊥) in the basis ONB2 :=

(|ϕ⟩, |ϕ⊥⟩),

[Λ†
s(ϕ⊥)]ONB2 = 2

[
c1|⟨ψ |ϕ⟩|2 −c3|⟨ψ |ϕ⟩⟨ψ⊥ |ϕ⟩|

−c∗
3|⟨ψ |ϕ⟩⟨ψ⊥ |ϕ⟩| c2|⟨ψ⊥ |ϕ⟩|2

]
(39)

+ 2
[

a1|⟨ψ⊥ |ϕ⟩|2 − 2 Re[b2]|⟨ψ |ϕ⟩⟨ψ⊥ |ϕ⟩| b∗
1(|⟨ψ⊥ |ϕ⟩|2 − |⟨ψ |ϕ⟩|2) − a∗

3|⟨ψ |ϕ⟩⟨ψ⊥ |ϕ⟩|
b1(|⟨ψ⊥ |ϕ⟩|2 − |⟨ψ |ϕ⟩|2) − a3|⟨ψ |ϕ⟩⟨ψ⊥ |ϕ⟩| a2|⟨ψ |ϕ⟩|2 − 2 Re[b3]|⟨ψ |ϕ⟩⟨ψ⊥ |ϕ⟩|

]
.
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The first summand in the above expression can be safely ignored, because its contribution is of the order of
O(ε), due to the upper-bounds on its entries. On the other hand, the matrix representations of ψ and |ψ⟩⟨ψ⊥|
in the basis ONB2, are

[ψ]ONB2 =
[

|⟨ψ |ϕ⟩|2 −|⟨ψ |ϕ⟩⟨ψ⊥ |ϕ⟩|
−|⟨ψ |ϕ⟩⟨ψ⊥ |ϕ⟩| |⟨ψ⊥ |ϕ⟩|2

]
,

[|ψ⟩⟨ψ⊥|]ONB2 =
[
|⟨ψ |ϕ⟩⟨ψ⊥ |ϕ⟩| |⟨ψ |ϕ⟩|2

−|⟨ψ⊥ |ϕ⟩|2 −|⟨ψ |ϕ⟩⟨ψ⊥ |ϕ⟩|

]
.

(40)

Using Eq. (39) and Eq. (40), we can upper-bound the first term on the left-hand side of Eq. (37) as

Tr[Λ†
s(ϕ⊥)ψ] ≤ O(ε) + 2(a1 + a2 + 2 Re[a3])|⟨ψ |ϕ⟩⟨ψ⊥ |ϕ⟩|2

− 4|⟨ψ |ϕ⟩⟨ψ⊥ |ϕ⟩|
(

|⟨ψ |ϕ⟩|2 Re[b2] + |⟨ψ⊥ |ϕ⟩|2 Re[b3] + (|⟨ψ⊥ |ϕ⟩|2 − |⟨ψ |ϕ⟩|2) Re[b1]
)
.

(41)

Similarly, the second term on the left-hand side of Eq. (37) can be upper-bounded as

Re
[
d3 Tr[Λ†

s(ϕ⊥)|ψ⟩⟨ψ⊥|]
]

≤ O(ε) + 2 Re
[
d3|⟨ψ |ϕ⟩⟨ψ⊥ |ϕ⟩|

(
(a1 + a∗

3)|⟨ψ⊥ |ϕ⟩|2 − (a2 + a3)|⟨ψ |ϕ⟩|2

+2|⟨ψ |ϕ⟩⟨ψ⊥ |ϕ⟩| Re[(b3 − b2)]
)

+ d3

(
|⟨ψ⊥ |ϕ⟩|2 − |⟨ψ |ϕ⟩|2

)(
b1|⟨ψ |ϕ⟩|2 − b∗

1|⟨ψ⊥ |ϕ⟩|2
)]
.

(42)

To simplify the estimates of the quantities in Eq. (41) and Eq. (42), we introduce the last bit of notation, namely
two functions f : [0, 1] → [−1, 1] and g : [0, 1] → [0, 2], such that

|⟨ψ |ϕ⟩|2 = 1 − f(ε)
2 , |⟨ψ⊥ |ϕ⟩|2 = 1 + f(ε)

2 , Re[a3] = 1 − g(ε)
2 . (43)

Note, that even though we use ε as the argument for functions f and g, there is no loss of generality in making
the above assignments. In particular, we can take g(ε) ≥ 0, because from Eq. (29), we know that |a3| ≤ 1

2 . Due

to the same reason, we can upper-bound the absolute value of the imaginary part of a3 as |Im[a3]| ≤
√

g(ε)
2 .

Using the new notations in Eq. (43), as well as the upper bounds in Eq. (29) and Eq. (33), we can simplify
the bound in Eq. (41) as

Tr[Λ†
s(ϕ⊥)ψ] ≤ 1

2(1 − f(ε)2)(2 − g(ε)) +
√

1 − f(ε)2
√
g(ε)

√
2ε+ 2|f(ε)|

√
ε+ O(ε). (44)

Similarly, the bound in Eq. (42) can be simplified as

Re
[
d3 Tr[Λ†

s(ϕ⊥)|ψ⟩⟨ψ⊥|]
]

≤ O(
√
ε)

√
1 − f(ε)2

(
|f(ε)| +

√
g(ε)

)
+ O(ε). (45)

Combining these two bounds together and inserting them back to the condition in Eq. (37), we finally arrive at

(
|f(ε)| − O(

√
ε)

)2 + 1
2

(√
1 − f(ε)2

√
g(ε) − O(

√
ε)

)2
≤ O(ε). (46)

This allows us to deduce that |f(ε)| ≤ O(
√
ε) and g(ε) ≤ O(ε).

As the final part of the proof, we choose the gauge unitary U to be

U = |ψ⟩⟨+| − i|ψ⊥⟩⟨−|. (47)

Up to this gauge, the ideal gate S takes the form

USU† = ei π
4

√
2

(
ψ + ψ⊥ + |ψ⟩⟨ψ⊥| − |ψ⊥⟩⟨ψ|

)
. (48)

Consequently, we find the Choi state vector |J(USU†)⟩, which we define as |J(USU†)⟩⟨J(USU†)| := J(USU†),

|J(USU†)⟩ = 1√
2
USU† ⊗ 1 (|0⟩|0⟩ + |1⟩|1⟩) (49)

= ei π
4

2

(
(|⟨ψ |ϕ⟩| + |⟨ψ⊥ |ϕ⟩|)(|ψ⟩|ϕ⟩∗ + |ψ⊥⟩|ϕ⊥⟩∗) + (|⟨ψ |ϕ⟩| − |⟨ψ⊥ |ϕ⟩|)(|ψ⟩|ϕ⊥⟩∗ − |ψ⊥⟩|ϕ⟩∗)

)
.
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Its matrix representation in the ONB1 is

[
|J(USU†)⟩

]
ONB1

= ei π
4

2


|⟨ψ |ϕ⟩| + |⟨ψ⊥ |ϕ⟩|
|⟨ψ |ϕ⟩| + |⟨ψ⊥ |ϕ⟩|
|⟨ψ |ϕ⟩| − |⟨ψ⊥ |ϕ⟩|

−(|⟨ψ |ϕ⟩| − |⟨ψ⊥ |ϕ⟩|)

 . (50)

Having the explicit forms of the Choi states in Eq. (28) and Eq. (50) allows us to estimate their inner product,

Tr
[
J(Λs) J(USU†)

]
= 1

4

(
(|⟨ψ |ϕ⟩| + |⟨ψ⊥ |ϕ⟩|)2(a1 + a2 + 2 Re[a3]) (51)

+ (|⟨ψ |ϕ⟩|2 − |⟨ψ⊥ |ϕ⟩|2)(2 Re[2b1 − b2 + b3)
)

+ O(ε) (52)

≥ 1
4

(
(1 +

√
1 − f(ε)2)(1 − ε+ 1 − g(ε)) − |f(ε)| O(

√
ε)

)
+ O(ε). (53)

Inserting the bounds |f(ε)| ≤ O(
√
ε) and g(ε) ≤ O(ε) leads to the lower bound of 1 − O(ε) on the inner product

of the Choi states of Λs and the target unitary channel with the unitary operator USU†. This inner product
is sometimes referred to as the entanglement fidelity [3], which is related to the average gate fidelity through a
known relation [3],

Favg(Λs, USU†) = 2
3 Tr

[
J(Λs) J(USU†)

]
+ 1

3 . (54)

Equation (54) leads directly to the first claim of the theorem in Eq. (21).
The proof for channel Λs−1 follows exactly the same steps as for channel Λs. It is important, however, that

the lower bound on Tr
[
J(Λs−1 ) J(US†U†)

]
is shown to hold for the same gauge unitary U in Eq. (47). The

main difference from the case of Λs, is that roles of states ϕ and ϕ⊥ are swapped, and in ONB1, the matrix
representation of J(Λs−1 ) has the leading terms in the block C rather than the block A, if we look at Eq. (28).
We can notice that the matrix representation of the Choi state vector |J(US†U†)⟩ in the same basis is

[
|J(US†U†)⟩

]
ONB1

= e−i π
4

2


|⟨ψ |ϕ⟩| − |⟨ψ⊥ |ϕ⟩|
|⟨ψ |ϕ⟩| − |⟨ψ⊥ |ϕ⟩|

−(|⟨ψ |ϕ⟩| + |⟨ψ⊥ |ϕ⟩|)
|⟨ψ |ϕ⟩| + |⟨ψ⊥ |ϕ⟩|

 , (55)

again with the leading terms in the lower half of the vector. Apart from that, the reasoning is exactly the same,
and the second claim in Eq. (21) follows.

As for the third and fourth claims in Eq. (21), we notice that U |+⟩⟨+|U† = ψ, and since we already showed
that Tr[ρψ] ≥ 1 − 3

2ε when characterizing ρ in Eq. (36), we directly conclude that Tr[ρU |+⟩⟨+|U†] ≥ 1 − 3
2ε.

Since M+ = (1−λ+)ψ+λ−ψ
⊥, we also immediately conclude that

∥∥M+ − U |+⟩⟨+|U†
∥∥

∞ = max{λ+, λ−} ≤ ε
2 .

Note, that at the beginning of the proof we rescaled ε by the factor of 5. This finishes the proof.

B Supporting Lemmata
In this section of Appendix, we list the supporting lemmata.

Lemma 6. For a PSD matrix Γ =
[
A B
B† C

]
, with A,C,B ∈ Cn×n it holds that

|⟨v|B|w⟩|2 ≤ ⟨v|A|v⟩⟨w|C|w⟩, ∀|v⟩, |w⟩ ∈ Cn. (56)

Proof. Let K := |0⟩|v⟩⟨0|+ |1⟩|w⟩⟨1| ∈ C2n×2. We can write Γ = |0⟩⟨0|⊗A+ |0⟩⟨1|⊗B+ |1⟩⟨0|⊗B† + |1⟩⟨1|⊗C,
and express K†ΓK,

K†ΓK = (|0⟩⟨0|⟨v| + |1⟩⟨1|⟨w|)(|0⟩⟨0| ⊗A+ |0⟩⟨1| ⊗B + |1⟩⟨0| ⊗B† + |1⟩⟨1| ⊗ C)(|0⟩|v⟩⟨0| + |1⟩|w⟩⟨1|)
= |0⟩⟨0|⟨v|A|v⟩ + |0⟩⟨1|⟨v|B|w⟩ + |1⟩⟨0|⟨w|B†|v⟩ + |1⟩⟨1|⟨w|C|w⟩.

(57)

The matrix representation of K†ΓK in the computational basis is therefore K†ΓK =
[

⟨v|A|v⟩ ⟨v|B|w⟩
⟨w|B†|v⟩ ⟨w|C|w⟩

]
.

Since Γ ≥ 0, then also K†ΓK ≥ 0, since K†( · )K is completely positive (CP). The claim of the lemma then
follows from non-negativity of the determinant of K†ΓK.
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In Ref. [38], the above lemma is stated as part of a theorem (Theorem 7.7.7), which holds for A > 0 and
C > 0. Therefore, we preset the proof above for completeness, to account for the cases of non-invertible A and
C.

Lemma 7. Given a qubit channel Λ : L(C2) → L(C2), if Λ ◦ Λ(|ψ⟩⟨ψ|) = |ϕ⟩⟨ϕ|, for any two |ψ⟩, |ϕ⟩ ∈ C2,
then Λ(|ψ⟩⟨ψ|) is a pure state.

Proof. Assume the opposite, that is Λ(|ψ⟩⟨ψ|) = λ|θ⟩⟨θ| + (1 − λ)|θ⊥⟩⟨θ⊥| for some |θ⟩ ∈ C2, and λ ∈ (0, 1).
Then, from linearity it must hold that λΛ(|θ⟩⟨θ|) + (1 − λ)Λ(|θ⊥⟩⟨θ⊥|) = |ϕ⟩⟨ϕ|, which is only possible if
Λ(|θ⟩⟨θ|) = Λ(|θ⊥⟩⟨θ⊥|), and hence Λ(1) = 2|ϕ⟩⟨ϕ|, which means that Λ is a measure-and-prepare channel,
and, in particular, Λ(|ψ⟩⟨ψ|) = |ϕ⟩⟨ϕ|. Indeed, if Λ(|ψ⟩⟨ψ|) ̸= |ϕ⟩⟨ϕ|, then due to Λ(1) = 2|ϕ⟩⟨ϕ|, we would
have that Λ(|ψ⊥⟩⟨ψ⊥|) = 2|ϕ⟩⟨ϕ| − Λ(|ψ⟩⟨ψ|) is not PSD. We reach the contradiction, because we assumed
that Λ(|ψ⟩⟨ψ|) is not pure.

Lemma 8. Let Λ : L(C2) → L(C2) be a qubit channel which maps an ONB {|ψ⟩, |ψ⊥⟩} to an ONB in C2. Let
further Λ(|φ⟩⟨φ|) be a pure state for some other state vector |φ⟩, such that 0 < |⟨φ|ψ⟩| < 1. Then the channel
Λ is unitary.

Proof. Let {|ϕ⟩, |ϕ⊥⟩} be an ONB such that |ϕ⟩⟨ϕ| = Λ(|ψ⟩⟨ψ|) and |ϕ⊥⟩⟨ϕ⊥| = Λ(|ψ⊥⟩⟨ψ⊥|). From the CPTP
condition, we conclude that Λ(|ψ⟩⟨ψ⊥|) = z|ϕ⟩⟨ϕ⊥|, and Λ(|ψ⊥⟩⟨ψ|) = z∗|ϕ⊥⟩⟨ϕ|, for some z ∈ C, with |z| ≤ 1.

Let |φ⟩ =
√
a|ψ⟩ +

√
1 − a|ψ⊥⟩ for some a ∈ R (which we can always achieve by fixing the global phases of

|ψ⟩ and |ψ⊥⟩), and write

Λ(|φ⟩⟨φ|) = a|ϕ⟩⟨ϕ| + (1 − a)|ϕ⊥⟩⟨ϕ⊥| + z
√
a(1 − a)|ϕ⟩⟨ϕ⊥| + z∗

√
a(1 − a)|ϕ⊥⟩⟨ϕ|. (58)

The purity of Λ(|φ⟩⟨φ|) in Eq. (58) leads to the condition

1 = Tr[(Λ(|φ⟩⟨φ|))2] = a2 + (1 − a)2 + 2a(1 − a)|z|2. (59)

From the assumptions on |φ⟩, we have 0 < a < 1, and hence |z| = 1. From here it is straightforward to see that
Λ( · ) = U( · )U† for the unitary U = |ϕ⟩⟨ψ| + z∗|ϕ⊥⟩⟨ψ⊥|.
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